Artist Series Prestige-430c
Classical Guitar Pickup System
Installation Instructions
Please note;
Although every system is tested before shipping, we recommend that you plug it into your amp and test it before installation. This can be done by simply tapping on the transducers
while plugged in. You should hear the tapping sounds through your amplifier.
Tools you will need;
A drill
A 1/2 drill bit
A small amount of super glue
Installation of the endpin jack:
1. Drill or widen the endpin hole to 1/2" using protective tape to cover the area around the hole. This helps to prevent chips and scratches.
2. Unscrew the endpin jack's strap mount knob
3. Remove the nut and washer.
4. Find out the thickness of your end block and set the nut on the cap accordingly. Once in place, screw the cap against it to secure the nut.
5. Insert the jack from the inside into the endpin hole.
TIP: a chopstick or something similar helps to get a hold of the jack and pull it through the hole.
6. Attach outside washer and nut and tighten. Attach the end knob.
Transducer installation –
It does not matter in which position you install any of the 4 pickups. The installation spots
are identical. Each pickup should be equally spaced out directly below the saddle line. Before you actually superglue the pickups into your guitar, you may want to perform a
practice run using a small piece of tape. This may help you to determine the desired placement before gluing. If you have some double-side adhesive tape on hand, stick a
small 1½” x ½” piece above the first joint of your Index or middle finger (whichever you use) and stick the pickup’s cable to it. The flat under-side of the pickup is facing up. This
makes holding on to the pickup and aiming a lot easier. The ideal location that will result in the most amount of gain is directly below the saddle on the bridgeplate.
(Once you are confident with your placement, proceed to steps below)
1.
2.

Cover the entire surface of the piezo with super-glue and firmly hold it place for about 45 seconds.
Repeat for remaining piezo’s.

We cannot accept any responsibility for guitar damage caused by installation.

